A joint initiative of Tribal Development Department and Saajha

Sneh Setu - Building an affectionate
relationship with parents
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ATCs.

Parental Involvement Through School Management Committees in Govt.
Ashram Schools and EMRS
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Preface
The Tribal Development Department (TDD) of Maharashtra Govt in collaboration
with Saajha initiated a project to increase parental involvement through School
Management Committees (SMCs) in Govt Ashram Schools and EMRS run by TDD with the
aim of strengthening SMCs. In the month of March, the decision of closing schools
temporarily was taken in order to prevent spread of Covid-19 in Ashram Schools but
Saajha was determined to continue supporting Ashram school students and their parents
in any way possible. Therefore in the month of April, team members initiated telephonic
conversations with parents of Ashram School students in Nashik and Thane ATC. We
strove to understand the situation they were facing in terms of employment, availability
of ration, and how children were occupied at home..
These conversations helped us in understanding the problems faced by these
parents. In cases of families distress, relief was provided with assistance from Project
Offices and other local organisations. Most importantly, through these conversations,
emotional support was made available to parents. In the month of April, Saajha team was
able to connect with 530 parents. Through these efforts, the gravity of the situation that
parents were facing became apparent and gave rise to need to connect with parents from
other tribal areas. Therefore, Smt. Manisha Verma, (Ex Principal secretary, Tribal
Development Department) put forward the idea of connecting with parents across all four
ATCs which led to the formulation of Sneh Setu.
Saajha had planned on organising a Parent Teacher Meeting in the month of May
across Thane and Nashik ATCs but due to the spread of Covid- 19 and the subsequent lock
down, this plan has been paused, however there was a need to create the feeling among
parents that Ashram schools and TDD are supporting tribal families during these difficult
times and one channel was to have teachers connect with parents, at least virtually; with
these objectives, Sneh Setu began. 241 staff members of Tribal Development Department
from all Project offices participated in the intervention and connected with parents. In
their calls, volunteers provided parents with information about Govt relief measures and
further expanded their understanding about issues parents were facing. Parents also got
the opportunity to share their opinions on reopening of schools. Along with Sneh Setu,
Saajha also spoke to Head Masters of some Ashram schools to understand their concerns
regarding SMC tasks which needed to be completed during the lockdown. All inputs and
opinions were passed on to the department. This report entails the planning, process,
implementation, and outcomes of Sneh Setu.
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Objectives
Collaboration and coordination between Govt, Ashram schools, teachers, and
parents is essential for the overall development of students. Hence dialogue between these
stakeholders is crucial. Saajha organised Snehamelava on 26th January 2020 in Govt
Ashram schools of Thane and Nashik ATCs facilitating school-parent dialogue. Tribal
Development Department along with Saajha had planned to organise a similar parent
teacher meeting in the month of May but due to spread of Covid-19 and the subsequent
lockdown, it was not possible to implement it. In these challenging times, parents have
been facing multiple problems, ergo a reassuring conversation between them and
teachers was needed. Keeping this as one of the objectives, Sneh Setu was initiated. Sneh
Setu’s other objectives are as listed below-

Communication
between
different
stakeholders for
students’
growth
Dissemination
of information
about different
government
schemes

Building trust
amongst
parents about
Govt Ashram
schools & Govt
system

Objectives
Providing
insights to the
department to
aid strategic
decision making

Understanding
issues &
providing relief
if necessary
Having
empathetic &
reassuring
conversations
with parents
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Sneh Setu- Implementation Process
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Sneh Setu Preparation:
Past Experience :- Saajha team members engaged in reassuring conversations with
parents of Ashram schools in the month of April in order to understand their situation
and problems they were facing. Problems were solved at the local level and learning from
this experience evolved into SnehSetu.
Consolidating contact numbers of parents :- Contact numbers of parents of all Govt
Ashram Schools in Nashik and Thane ATCs were consolidated by Saajha team members.
Numbers were provided by Head Masters of Ashram Schools, which were later
consolidated and digitised.
Volunteer Selection :- There was a need of volunteers from every Project Office to
participate in Sneh Setu. Saajha team shared criteria for number of volunteers and their
selection (Annexure 1). Accordingly POs selected volunteers and connected them with
Saajha.
Information about Govt relief measures :- Govt announced some relief measures to
assist people during the lockdown. Information of these measures was simpliﬁed and
consolidated, this information acted as a knowledge guide for the volunteers during their
reassurance calls (Annexure 4).
Knowlarity Id :- The selected volunteers called parents using Knowlarity application.
Accordingly, Knowlarity ids for all volunteers were created.
Google Form :- In order to consolidate the information received from parents, a Google
form was created for data collection (Annexure 3).
3

Training

It was important to orient all volunteers on the use of Knowlarity software which
was used for calling parents. Therefore, on the occasion of Maharashtra Day, a webinar
was organised. Smt. Manisha Verma, Ex Principal Secretary, TDD; Shri. Kiran Kulkarni,
Commissioner, TDD; Shri. Sanjay Meena, ATC, Thane; Shri. Girish Sarode, ATC, Nashik;
Shri. Vinod Patil, ATC, Amravati; and Shri. Sandeep Patil, ATC, Nagpur attended the
webinar. The training focused on techniques of conducting a reassuring conversation with
parents, use of Super Receptionist application and documentation of information by using
Google form. More information about these sessions is provided in annexure 3.

“I would like to congratulate and thank all the volunteers for taking
ownership of this (Sneh Setu) intervention. The Tribal Development
Department is a family and this family’s link with the ﬁeld is our teachers.
Students of Ashram Schools are a part of our family. Hence we are going to
have reassuring conversations with them in these difficult times. We are
going to connect with our tribal parents the way we reach out to our
friends, relatives. These conversations need to be easy. Through these
efforts we are going to try solving the problems that parents are facing.”
- Smt. Manisha Verma, Ex Principal Secretary, TDD

"The Corona period is challenging for everyone. We need to look after one
another in this difficult time. I too was able to talk to a parent, courtesy of
Sneh Setu. One more beneﬁt of this intervention is that many parents are
going to be connected with the Tribal Development Department. This is a
golden opportunity to for us and we have to take its advantage. We have
turned these difficult times into an opportunity; the opportunity to connect
with parents. Through this intervention we are going to have conversations
with more and more parents and we are going to connect with them. I wish
the best for everyone."
- Shri. Kiran Kulkarni, Commissioner, TDD
4

Methodology
Training
Regular
feedback
Supporters
form
Saajha

Sneh Setu
Volunteers

Resolving
issues
Regular
motivation

Empathetic
conversation
with parents

Data collection
through google form

No grievance
identiﬁed

Primary analysis

Parents need
urgent help

Grievance
resolution
team Saajha

Analysis
team
Saajha
Analysis

Help is provided
to parents

Information about
grievance is shared with
department

Regular reports

Tribal Development
Department

The above procedure was designed in order to contact parents effectively, collect
data, provide relief, conduct analysis of collected data and report it in a timely manner to
the government. Details are as follows.
Support to volunteers by Saajha teamA Saajha team member was assigned as mentor to each Project Office to support
volunteers. Mentors provide hand holding in connecting, coordinating between
volunteers, allocating schools, resolving issues faced by volunteers; scaffolding call
quality improvement by motivating volunteers for compassionate communication with
parents, listening to their call recordings (via Super Receptionist) and providing
constructive feedback. Calls to parents were made and recorded through the application
Super Receptionist.
Providing timely updates to the Project officers, APOs and incorporating their suggestions
were also responsibilities of Saajha members.
Communication with parents and documentationVolunteers initiated communicate with parents after schools were allocated to them. This
communication involved asking parents about their whereabouts, activities they were
engaged in, condition of theirs and their children’s health, if they were facing any issues
etc.
5

Information about if they had a ration card, type of card was collected and information
about government schemes was shared (Annexure 4). Though the focus of data collection
was initially on ration card, job card, in the month of June it shifted to collecting
information about parents’ opinions on school reopening and availability of smartphones
to assess possibility of online education.

Grievance resolutionGoogle forms submitted by volunteers were analysed and details of families which needed
immediate help were shared with respective Project Offices by Saajha team. The details
were veriﬁed by HMs of nearby schools and upon veriﬁcation, help was provided by the
School or Project office. Health related grievances were resolved by sending ambulances to
the parents’ home and assist those who were unwell. Through Sneh Setu, help was
provided to nearly 133 families. (Annexure 5)

Pandharkawada Project

Kalwan Project
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ReportingEvery weekend, details about total number of calls made PO wise, number of families that
needed help and families that were provided help was shared with volunteers and
respective officers.
ATC wise meetingsTo motivate volunteers, listen to their experiences and understand issues faced by
parents, Saajha organised ATC wise webinars. These webinars were chaired by respective
ATCs. The webinar for Nashik ATC was organised on 20th May, for Nagpur and Amravati
ATCs on 21st May and Thane ATC on 22nd May. Officers from each ATC, Project Offices and
Sneh Setu volunteers attended the webinars. Mr. Girish Sarode, ATC, Nashik; Mr. Vinod
Patil, ATC, Amravati; Mr. Sandeep Rathod, ATC, Nagpur and Mr. Sanjay Meena, ATC,
Thane guided calling volunteers at the events.

“We should scale up this
initiative and implement it
more effectively in the coming
times. Monsoon will begin
very soon and contact to many
villages will be lost, there will
be epidemics of diseases and
hence this kind of information
will be helpful. This initiative
is going to be very helpful at
least till schools reopen. We
should think of how to take
this initiative forward in a
more
systematic
and
institutionalised manner.”
- Mr. Sandeep Rathod, ATC,
Nagpur.
“Currently
we
are
discussing about ration
and
employment
with
parents. But we need to
engage
regularly
with
parents. There are a lot of
things which we need to
know from this, like what
children are doing at
home, if each kid is going
to school.”
- Mr. Vinod Patil,
ATC, Amravati.
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“As of now, Covid19 has not spread on
large scale in rural areas. Though we
are asking parents about their issues,
employment, ration, health, we also
need to discuss about education and
possibility of online education.”
- Mr. Girish Sarode, ATC, Nashik.

“We must take precautions about
not making any false commitment
to parents while talking to them.”
- Mr. Sanjay Meena, ATC, Thane.

Analysis
Saajha collected information with through calls made under Sneh Setu. This
information was analysed and insights were shared with the Department. This analysis
was important from many angles. We were able to ﬁgure out what the major challenges
parents were facing due to lockdown were. We were also able to understand what
difficulties would different government schemes face in reaching the ground.
The following analysis is conducted at three stages. The ﬁrst stage consists of
analysis of data collected between 1st to 16th May. The second stage of analysis consists of
data collected from 17th May to 8th of June. While in the third phase, we analysed data on
school reopening and education collected between 9th June to 13th June. This included
availability of smart phones, network etc.

Sneh Setu parental calling by volunteers - Analysis
Conversations
with
11216
parents

ATC wise
Amaravati

Thane

Nagpur

Nashik

5472

1534

1882

2328

Project Offices leading parental communication
Kalamnuri
2488

Nashik
773

Deori
731

Pandharkawda
656

Kinwat
637

Dharni
533

Ghodegaon
446

Rajur
428
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ATC wise calls Average - 2804
Amravati - 48.78%
Thane - 13.67%
Nagpur - 16.77%
Nashik - 20.75%

Focus of calls:
●
●
●
●

Ration: Type of card registered
Employment: Possession of job card and Need for
Village Level Employment under NREGA
School: Staying connected and DBT Account Holder
Grievances : Food, Safety, Health, Finance and
Employment

Ration

Employment

259 (10%) parents mentioned not having a ration
card, out of which 40% have reported from
Nashik ATC

50% families (1317 parents) reported the family
doesn’t have an NREGA job card
83% parents are in need of
employment (2181 parents) out of
which 47% (1230 parents) have a job
card while 36% (951 parents) don’t

60% families hold the Antyodaya Yellow Ration
Card, accounting for the highest number against
any type of card (1556 parents)
26% families posses the Saffron Ration Card
(683 parents) while a mere 4% are Priority
HouseHold under the same category card (111
parents)

An average of 25% parents (545 parents) need
employment across all 4 ATCs

School
72% parents (1876) have reported
that they received learning related
communication from the school,
leaving 28% parents (756) unaware
of such information

Amravati
Note: Joint account shared by parent & student

Thane

* With 278 DBT accounts
under parent name, 42%
account to Nagpur ATC,
28% for Amravati ATC
followed by 22% in Nashik
ATC and 7% in Thane ATC

Nagpur
Nashik

Ration - 5307 entries (17 May to 13th June)

401 parents mentioned not having a ration card, out of which 72.56% have reported from Amravati and Nashik ATC
63.70% families hold the Antyodaya Yellow Ration Card, accounting for the highest number against any type of card
(3381 parents)
24.66% families posses the Saffron Ration Card (1309 parents) while a mere 4% are Priority HouseHold under the
same category card (216 parents). Majority of the parents under this category fall under Amravati ATC

* To maintain continuum from previous ﬁndings, analysis is exclusive of Kalamnuri PO calls
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Call focus (8th June to 13th June)
●
●
●

Possibility of online education
Sending children to schools
If students are facing any issues in school?

Number of parents using smartphone

Are parents willing to send their children to school?

Note : Both of the above charts represent parents who have received a phone call and is not representative of tribal
population as a whole
Percentage of parents who have smart phone
and connectivity at their village

Parents who have connectivity at their village

Note: Data considered for this analysis is limited to the parents called and number
of parents having smart phone or number of parents who have good connectivity in their
village is possibly more.
Analysis were submitted to the department at regular intervals. With reference to
this analysis, we also provided suggestions for the school reopening circular by the
department.
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Impact
Through Sneh Setu, the tribal development department, for the ﬁrst time, tried
connecting directly with parents. This has created a deep and long lasting impact.
1. Affectionate relationship: The most important and primary focus of Sneh Setu is on
affectionate and empathetic conversation. Volunteers spoke to parents with the kind of
care that someone would exhibit while talking to their family members or relatives. This
helped bridge the communication gap between the department, government ashram
schools, and tribal parents and helped in developing an affectionate relationship between
these stakeholders. This is evident from volunteers’ experiences and call recordings.
Affectionate
relationship

Grievance redressal

From the communication with
11216 parents, a strong affectionate
relationship has been developed
between teachers, officers, and
tribal parents. This has also
developed a feeling of trust
towards
Tribal
Development
Department.

Emergency relief was provided to
133 families in distress. This
provided many families with ration
while few other families were
rescued from the places where they
were stuck due to lockdown.

Awareness

Insights for decisions

Information
about
preventive
measures against corona, different
government schemes, helpline
numbers, DBT scheme, schools
were provided to parents in Sneh
Setu
calling.
This
created
awareness in parents about their
rights.

We
collected
information
regarding ration card, EGS job
card, student’s DBT account during
our communication with parents.
Insights from this information
were provided to the department
for making data based decisions.

“I intentionally passed your call to him. He is the Sarpanch of this village. I
wanted him to know that our Tribal Development Department is present to
support us even in worst conditions.”
- A parent’s opinion in Sneh Setu calling
“Even our relatives do not enquire about us like you are enquiring.”
- A parent’s opinion in Sneh Setu calling
“I have talked to parents of students’ from Aghai, Bhinar, Susarwadi, Dahagaon, Vihigaon
Ashram Schools. In the beginning I was doing this work for the sake of it but as we proceeded
with talking to parents, a feeling of compassion emerged within me and I started to do this
calling not just as a job assigned but as humanitarian work. I worked with the aim to reach every
student and parent and have compassionate communication with them. Talking to parents gave
me a feeling of fulﬁllment and I became proud of the job I was doing..”
- Devdatta Bhoir, Teacher, Government Ashram School,
Aghai, Shahapur Project. (Courtesy - TRTI, Quest)

This communication/dialogue with parents has initiated the development of
affectionate bonding between government Ashram Schools, parents, and local
community. We can see that teachers have become more sensitive towards the problems
tribal community is facing. The joy of being able to help tribal people was visible in
volunteers. This program consequently built a bridge of compassion between society and
government.
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2. Grievance redressal : The lockdown due to Covid-19 has led to loss of livelihood for
many people snowballing into multitude of problems, tribal people are no exception to
this. An attempt was made to have a dialogue with tribal parents to understand and
resolve their issues. The most frequent issue recognized was access to ration. This issue
was resolved with the help of Government Ashram Schools and Project Offices. Few
parents were displaced due to the lockdown. These kinds of problems were communicated
to Project Offices who actively managed transport to rescue these parents.
Information about various government schemes especially those addressing the
lockdown and Covid-19 were shared with parents in order to help them avail the schemes
and resolve their issues.
Due to Corona and lock down everything was shut and no help was available, in such a
situation Tribal Development Department came to rescue us. This was really relieving
for us.
- Anil Pawar, Parent, Pandharkawda project.

Help provided in Gadchiroli
project

Help provided in Kalamnuri
project

3. Awareness: Information of different government schemes and helpline numbers was
provided via Sneh Setu calls. This created an awareness amongst parents about their
rights and schemes beneﬁcial to them. The number of phone calls on Saajha helpline to
enquire about different government schemes and measures increased. Demand for work
under employment guarantee act was initiated after this information was shared.
4. Data for decision making : Effective decision making requires data. Data about
availability of ration card, type of ration card, employment card, DBT account was
collected through Sneh Setu. This information was analysed and shared with the
department to aid decision making. Many Project Offices initiated surveys of villages for
distribution of ration. Parents’ opinions about reopening schools were also collected and
shared with the department.
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Challenges
●
●
●
●

●
●

Not having updated contact details of parents was a major challenge, mostly in the
Nagpur and Amravati ATCs.
Low network connectivity in tribal regions and parents’ phone not working due to
various reasons created obstacles in reaching out to parents.
Services from Knowlarity platform were used to reach out to parents. A few
technical glitches in these services also posed as obstacles for Sneh Setu volunteers.
It was challenging to maintain high motivation among volunteers for the span of
one and half months. Most volunteers worked hard owing to their self motivation
but few volunteers stopped making calls to parents after some time.
Due to certain limitations, it was challenging to provide relief to all parents seeking
help. Few issues were out of the jurisdiction of Project Offices.
Volunteers were frequently changed/replaced in some projects. Training new
volunteers ane creating IDs for them was a time consuming and repetitive process.

Learnings
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

Importance of compassionate dialogue - Communication made with parents was
not in the form of surveys but as a compassionate dialogue and this proved to be
very important. This helped us in creating a bond of trust and affection with
parents.
Employment and ration are two major challenges that parents are facing.
Landless and those families which have migrated to nearby cities are worst hit in
these times.
Not having ration card, ration card not linked with Aadhar card, not having separate
ration cards for separated families, names of all family members not mentioned on
ration card - these are some of the major issues that parents are facing.
Many parents are not facing issues regarding availability ration as it is being
delivered but are facing issues in purchasing other grocery items, vegetables, etc.
Mostly parents were not available to talk during office timings. Before 10:00am and
after 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm were the best times for communicating with parents.
Parents are facing obstacles in working in farms as schools are not open and
students are at home. Parents also fear that this may cause educational loss of
students.
With the project spanning over 43 days, it was crucial to sustain motivation
amongst volunteers to ensure enriching conversation quality and overcome calling
challenges
Data collection was smooth with the help of Google form and MCQ questions.
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Conclusion
Having reassuring conversations with parents has been pivotal in instilling a sense
being cared-for in these challenging times. Therefore, reaching out to 11000+ parents
through Sneh Setu was akin to fulﬁlling a social responsibility. Through these calls, the
belief that Tribal Development Department and Ashram Schools stand with them in
difficult times was strengthened among parents. Teachers and officials of Tribal
Development Department played an important role in this. Sneh Setu was a success
because of their belief and support. Even though parents and teachers could not meet each
other physically, they connected virtually due to Sneh Setu. The bond created between
them is going to prove crucial for the development of Govt Ashram schools and their
students.

We are thankful to the volunteers and officials who helped in
carrying out Sneh Setu

Annexure 1
Criteria for selection of volunteers

Annexure 2
Consolidated document on Govt relief measures

Govt relief measures announced during lockdown
Distribution of ration through ration shop-

❖

Ration Card
●
●
●

Those having Yellow ration card
Those having Priority Household
Orange ration card
Those having Orange ration cards
and beneﬁciaries of PM Gareeb
Kalyan Yojana

Beneﬁts Declared
For months of April, May, and June●

5 kg rice per person will be given
for free

Related circularshttp://mahafood.gov.in/website/PDF_ﬁl
es/cr60_merged.pdf
●

Those having APL Orange ration
card

For months of May and June●
Per person 2 kg wheat with rate of
8 rupees per kg
●
Per person 2kg rice with rate of 12
rupees per kg

●

It is compulsory to give ration to those who don’t have their ration card linked to
their Adhar card or the ration card has not been processed online

●

Aatma Nirbhar Financial assistance package- Those not included in National Food
Security Scheme or any state scheme and without ration card, will be given 5 kg
rice per person for free for the month of May and June.
The beneﬁciaries includeThose who have applied for ration card under National Food Security scheme but
haven’t received it,
Migrant labourers and daily wage labourers who are ﬁnancially weaker and in need
of food supplies.
Beneﬁciaries need to show their Adhar card or any other Govt provided identity
card while taking beneﬁts.

1.
2.

❖

DBTThe Tribal Development Department has decided to forgo the rule of 75%
compulsory attendance required for students to receive second installment of DBT.
The money will be credited to bank accounts of students.

❖

Tribal Development Department Sanvad helpline- 1800 102 4040
TDD has started Sanvad helpline to give a platform to tribals to express their
feelings. Tribals can share their tensions, anxiety through this helpline.

❖

Saajha Helpline- 1800 1021 546
Parents can call on this number to get information about Ashram schools.

Relief measures declared under Govt schemes-

❖

Govt schemes

●

❖
1.
2.

Relief measures

●

Ujjwala Yojana

Families who receive gas cylinder under
Ujjwala Yojana to get three cylinders for
free for next three months.

●

Jan Dhan Yojana

Women having Jan Dhan accounts will
receive 500 rs per month for next three
months.

●

PM Kisan Yojana

Farmers having accounts under PM
Kisan Yojana will be given 2000 rupees.

●

National Social Assistance
Program

Senior citizens, widows, and Divyang
persons having a bank account under the
scheme will receive 1000 rupees in two
installments for next three months.

●

MGNREGA

Labourers employed under the scheme
will now receive payment of 238 rupees
per day.

Women’s Self Help Groups can avail loans upto 20 lakh rupees without any collateral. SHG
members can contact banks regarding the loan or can contact the district office of National
Rural Livelihood Mission.

MGNREGA:
1st April onwards, the payment for jobs under MGNREGA has been increased to 238 rupees
per day.
Instructions have been issued to start work under MGNREGA. But Covid19 related
precautionary measures need to be taken. Work in which these measures can be
incorporated eg. digging for tree plantation, creating soak pits, building compounds around
farm lands can be carried out.

❖

Ambulance Services-

1.
2.
3.
4.

TDD has started a 24*7 helpline for providing information regarding health issues. The
helpline numbers areAtal Arogya Vahini- 020-2716523
Ambulance- 108
D G Health services- 0253- 2976333, 9398879502, 8247063740
Local health check up squads of Health Department are available for assistance.

❖

Helpline numbers-

1.
2.
3.
4.

Call on following helplines to receive Covid19 related information
National Call Centre- +91- 11-23978046
State Control Room- 020-26127394
Information and complaints related to ration- Website- helpline.mhpds@gov.in
Consumer complaint forum - 1800 22 1467

Annexure 4
Schedule of Sneh Setu training
Design for Webinar with TDD Staff on Parental Calls
Sr. No

Session name

Objective

1

Address by
Welcoming
Principal Secretary
participants and
and TDD
brieﬁng them in short
Commissioner

2

What is स्नेह सेत?ु

Short brieﬁng about
the project

Details

Responsibility

Time

Key TDD dignitary will talk to participants
about the importance of connecting to parents
in this period and the need for this intervention

Akshay

15

Efforts taken by 'Saajha' and need and details
of the project

Shailesh

5

Shailesh

12

1. Check in with parents, providing them a
space to talk and the feeling of being heard
2. Identifying key concerns of tribal people
during lockdown
3. Providing them with info about govt schemes
4. Providing necessary relief
5. Building trust in Ashram schools and
government systems

Objectives of संवाद
सेतु

Explaining
participants the
objectives behind the
call

Call Process

Call should be generic and not survey type or its
framework is ﬂuid, few points can be used as
Explaining the
hooks
possible/expected ﬂow
1. Personal check-in with family & children
of the calls and
2. Covid-19 awareness
logistical
3. Government schemes, help lines
arrangements
4. Issues they are facing
5. Process for addressing grievances

Shailesh

13

5

How to talk?

Shaku tai will explain small tips and tricks to
How to build the
have a smooth and enriching call.
conversation & how to
Using tribal words, asking simple questions,
be more
talking to women etc, we will listen to a demo
compassionate
call voice recording

Shaku tai

15

6

Knowlarity

Familiar participants
with the use of
knowlarity app

Shailesh

5

7

Documentation

Explaining the process Shailesh will explain the google form created
of documentation
for documentation

Shailesh

5

8

QA

Clearing doubts

QA will be answered by Shailesh, Shakku tai,
Akshay

Akshay

10

9

Closing

Motivating
participants

Shaku tai will motivate participants by sharing
few case studies of Saajha calling and urge
them to make these calls seriously

Shaku Tai/Key TDD
dignitary

10

3

4

Demo of calling parents through Knowlarity's
super receptionist application

Annexure 5
First form for documentation of information regarding ration and employment
https://forms.gle/yAGZbFUGBr6pXyDg6
Second form for documentation of opinions on learning and Ashram school
reopening
https://forms.gle/9C6pELdK5wjyPLz76

Annexure 6
PO wise details of information shared on number families in need of immediate
help and number of families who were provided help:

